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摘  要 













































The main business of Company C is land development, construction and operation 
of infrastructures and related of facilities. Company C has went through three stages 
as business exploring, integration and rapid growing since its foundation. As the fast 
changing environment and the serious competition from surrounding areas, 
Company C has to follow strategic change to realize sustainable development by 
strengthening internal driving force of development and improving precision 
management from extensive management.The matched human resource is necessary 
to corporation strategic change, which is exactly the challenges of company C of 
their compensation system for top talent introducing and incentive. It affects the 
strategy achievement of Company C in a certain degree as well. 
 
Based on classical theory of compensation management and realistic environment of 
Company C, this paper is going to analyze the problem in details and re-design the 
company’s compensation system to make sure it is more suitable for company C’s 
situation and more valuable for company’s future development. In the article, method 
of Hay’s job analysis and evaluation will be introduced to analyze and evaluate jobs 
and positions. The improvement program will be made according to the analysis and 
the evaluation to optimize the compensation system of company C. 
 
The paper consists of six parts.The first one is controduction.The second part is 
theoretical basis,about concepts, structure and design methods.And part three 
describes the background of Company C, analyzing compensation management 
situation and existing problems.Chapter Four with salary system designing, first 
clears the salary system design principles and ideas; secondly proposes re-design of 
the compensation system.The fifth one raises the suggestions in the implementation 
of  the new compensation.And Chapter Six draws conclusions. 
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第一章  绪论 
第一节 研究的目的与意义 
     






































    从研究方法上来看，本文主要采用如下的研究方法： 
（一）文献检索法 
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